APPENDIX

RECOMMENDATIONS

for

ACADEMIC APPOINTMENTS AND PROMOTIONS

for the period from March 11, 1970 through April 7, 1970

THE COLLEGE

Appointments

Dr. Anthony F. Garito as Assistant Professor of Physics, for four years effective July 1, 1970 (full affiliation).

(born 1939, New Rochelle, New York; B.S., Columbia Univ.; Ph.D., 1968, Univ. of Penna.; Research Associate, Univ. of Penna., since 1968)

Dr. Morton H. Rubin, Assistant Professor of Physics, to assignment in Iran under the Rahlavi University Development Project for the academic year 1970-71 (full affiliation).

Promotions

Dr. Paul M. Lloyd to Professor of Romance Languages, effective July 1, 1970 (full affiliation).

Dr. Robert E. A. Palmer to Professor of Classical Studies, effective July 1, 1970 (full affiliation).

Dr. Robert T. Powers to Associate Professor of Mathematics, effective July 1, 1970 (full affiliation).

Dr. Michael W. Zuckerman to Associate Professor of History, effective July 1, 1970 (full affiliation).

Leaves of absence

The scholarly leave of absence for Dr. Edward Effros, Associate Professor of Mathematics, (granted for the Fall term 1970-71) is to be extended through the Spring term of the academic year 1970-71.

A scholarly leave of absence for Dr. W. John Smith, Associate Professor of Biology, for the academic year 1970-71. (to spend the year continuing his research at the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute in Panama)

SECRETARY
Reappointments

Miss Gertrude E. M. Anscombe as Adjunct Professor of Philosophy, for the academic year 1969-70 (partial affiliation).

Dr. Richard R. Beeman as Assistant Professor of History, for three years effective July 1, 1971 (full affiliation).

Dr. James P. Birk as Assistant Professor of Chemistry, for three years effective July 1, 1971 (full affiliation).

Dr. Peter T. Geach as Adjunct Professor of Philosophy, for the academic year 1969-70 (partial affiliation).

Dr. William O. Goode as Assistant Professor of Romance Languages, for three years effective July 1, 1971 (full affiliation).

Dr. Alan C. Kors as Assistant Professor of History, for three years effective July 1, 1971 (full affiliation).

Dr. Charles E. McClelland as Assistant Professor of History, for three years effective July 1, 1971 (full affiliation).

Dr. Timothy J. Materer as Assistant Professor of English, for three years effective July 1, 1971 (full affiliation).

Dr. Elliott D. Mossman as Assistant Professor of Slavic Languages, for three years effective July 1, 1971 (full affiliation).

Dr. Gerald J. Prince as Assistant Professor of Romance Languages, for three years effective July 1, 1971 (full affiliation).

Dr. Charles S. J. White as Assistant Professor of Religious Thought, for the period from July 1, 1971 to June 30, 1972 (full affiliation).

Transfer

The transfer of Professor Philip George to the Department of Biology as of July 1, 1970 (full affiliation). Dr. George will have a second appointment as Research Professor of Biophysical Chemistry. His home department will be Biology.

Resignation

Dr. Richard Brilliant, Professor of Art History, effective June 30, 1970.
WHARTON SCHOOL

Appointment

Judge Leon Higginbotham as Visiting Professor of Sociology, for the academic year 1970-71 (partial affiliation).


Promotions

Dr. F. Gerard Adams to Professor of Economics, effective July 1, 1970 (full affiliation).

Dr. Herbert S. Denenberg to Harry J. Loman Professor of Insurance, effective July 1, 1970 (full affiliation).

Dr. Karl Shell to Professor of Economics, effective July 1, 1970 (full affiliation).

Reappointments

Dr. Robert Breinholt as Assistant Professor of Industry, for three years effective July 1, 1971 (full affiliation).

Dr. Robert H. Doktor as Assistant Professor of Industry, for three years effective July 1, 1970 (full affiliation).

Dr. E. Gerald Hurst as Assistant Professor of Industry, for three years effective July 1, 1971 (full affiliation).

Dr. Douglas G. Olson as Assistant Professor of Insurance, for three years effective July 1, 1970 (full affiliation).

Dr. Charles H. Perry as Assistant Professor of Industry, for three years effective July 1, 1971 (full affiliation).

Leaves of absence

A scholarly leave of absence for Dr. Richard A. Easterlin, Professor of Economics, for the academic year 1970-71. (to accept a fellowship at the Center for Advanced Study of Behavioral Sciences, Stanford)

A scholarly leave of absence for Dr. James C. Emery, Professor of Industry, for the academic year 1970-71.

A continuation of the leave of absence for Dr. Frank Furstenberg, Assistant Professor of Sociology, for the Spring term 1970-71. (to complete his study of adolescent illegitimacy in Baltimore)
WHARTON SCHOOL (Continued)

Leaves of absence (continued)

A scholarly leave of absence for Dr. Arleigh P. Hess, Jr., Associate Professor of Economics, for the academic year 1971-72. (to engage in research in the area of banking and corporation finance related to the Eurobond market)

A leave of absence (for employment elsewhere) for Dr. Ronald W. Katzner, Assistant Professor of Economics, for the academic year 1970-71. (to accept a visiting appointment at the Univ. of Waterloo)

A leave of absence (for employment elsewhere) for Dr. Terence J. Wales, Assistant Professor of Economics, for the academic year 1970-71. (to accept a visiting appointment at the Univ. of British Columbia)

A leave of absence (for employment elsewhere) for Dr. Herbert J. Spiro, Professor of Political Science, for the academic year 1970-71. (to join the Planning Staff (until recently called the Policy Planning Council) of the Department of State for a period of at least one year).

Resignations

Dr. Stephen A. Magida as Assistant Professor of Business Law, effective June 30, 1970.

Dr. Edmund M. Murphy, Assistant Professor of Sociology, effective June 30, 1970

Dr. Harry A. Scarr, Assistant Professor of Sociology, effective June 30, 1970.

Dr. Eldon L. Wegner, Assistant Professor of Sociology, effective June 30, 1970.

Dr. Jeremy L. Wiesen, Assistant Professor of Business Law, effective June 30, 1970.

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Promotion

Dr. Sandra Scarr to Associate Professor of Education, effective July 1, 1970 (full affiliation).

ENGINEERING SCHOOLS

Reappointments

Dr. John A. Lepore as Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering, for three years effective July 1, 1971 (full affiliation).
ENGINEERING SCHOOLS (Continued)

Reappointments - continued

Dr. Hisao M. Yamada as Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering, effective July 1, 1971 (full affiliation).

ANNENBERG SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATIONS

Leave of absence

A scholarly leave of absence for Dr. Hiram Haydn, Professor of Communications, for the Spring term 1970-71. (to complete his research on a project entitled "Literary Creation and Response")

THE LAW SCHOOL

Leave of absence

A leave of absence (for employment elsewhere) for Mr. Stephen R. Goldstein, Associate Professor of Law, for the academic year 1970-71. (to accept appointment at the Univ. of California School of Law at Berkeley as Visiting Professor for the year)

R.O.T.C.

Appointment

Lieutenant Stephen B. Laxton, USN, as Assistant Professor of Naval Science, for three years effective from the Fall term of 1970 to June, 1973 (full affiliation).

(born in 1942; B.A., Bucknell, 1965; has completed 18 semester hours of graduate work in education at the Univ. of Pittsburgh before entering the Navy via Officer Candidate School; he is currently Combat Information Center Officer aboard a destroyer type ship)

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Appointment

Dr. James T. Lambeth as Adjunct Assistant Professor of Radiology, for the period from February 1, 1970 to January 31, 1971 (partial affiliation).

(born 1936, Seattle, Wash.; B.S., 1957, Seattle Univ.; M.D., 1961, Univ. of Chicago School of Med.; Internship, 1961-62, Fitzsimons General Hosp., Denver, Colo.; Residency, 1964-67, Univ. of Chicago; Instructor in Radiology, 1967-68, Assistant Prof. from June 1968 (on leave of absence), Univ. of Chicago; Visiting Lecturer in Radiology, Univ. of Malaya from July 1968)
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE (Continued)

Promotions

Dr. Mary D. Ames to Associate Professor of Clinical Pediatrics, effective July 1, 1970 (full affiliation).

Dr. Robert W. Downing to Associate Professor of Psychology in Psychiatry, effective July 1, 1970 (full affiliation).

Dr. John D. Farquhar to Associate Professor of Clinical Pediatrics, effective July 1, 1970 (full affiliation).

Dr. Charles A. Malone from Associate Professor of Clinical Psychiatry to Professor of Child Psychiatry, effective July 1, 1970 (full affiliation).

Dr. Grant Morrow, III to Associate Professor of Obstetrics-Gynecology, effective July 1, 1970 (full affiliation).

Dr. Robert W. Preucel to Associate Professor of Obstetrics-Gynecology, effective July 1, 1970 (full affiliation).

Dr. Richard H. Schwarz to Associate Professor of Obstetrics-Gynecology, effective July 1, 1970 (full affiliation).

Dr. Edward E. Wallach to Associate Professor of Obstetrics-Gynecology, effective July 1, 1970 (full affiliation).

Leave of absence

A scholarly leave of absence for Dr. John J. Furth, Associate Professor of Pathology, for the period from September 1, 1970 to August 31, 1971. (to spend the year at The Beatson Institute for Cancer Research in Glasgow, Scotland)

SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE

Reappointment

Dr. Gary H. Cohen as Assistant Professor of Microbiology, for three years effective July 1, 1970 (full affiliation).

SCHOOL OF ALLIED MEDICAL PROFESSIONS

Promotion

Mr. Virginia W. Curtin to Associate Professor of Occupational Therapy, effective July 1, 1970 (full affiliation).
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

Appointment

Mr. Harold D. Arnold as Assistant Professor of Social Work, for three years effective July 1, 1970 (full affiliation).


Reappointment

Dr. Felice D. Perlmutter as Assistant Professor of Social Work, for two years effective July 1, 1970 (full affiliation).